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#TheTweetingBird: The Rise and
Impact of Social Media in
Ornithology
By Steve Dudley

More recently, and more broadly, Ortega showed that

Chief Operations Officer

papers in journals with their own Twitter accounts are

British Ornithologists’ Union

tweeted up to 46% more than papers in journals without a
Twitter account, and this activity translated to an up to 34%
increase in citations of a journal’s own articles.3
The question I am frequently asked by nonornithologists is
how did the (to many, obscure) field of ornithology achieve
this?

Steve has spent much of his 30-year career communicating

Ornithology in the Social Age

science at different levels. He has run the British Ornitholo-

Ornithology has an established and mature community on

gists’ Union for the last 20 years and is responsible for de-

social media thanks largely to several key, early-adopting,

livering most of the society’s activities including all social

stakeholders including my own society, the British Ornitholo-

media and communications. His recent focus has been on

gists’ Union (BOU). We took to Twitter and Facebook in 2011 to

peer-to-peer communication, educating his research com-

promote not only articles from our own journal (IBIS), but all

munity about the benefits of using media and in particular

ornithology articles. Our rise on these two platforms has been

about altmetrics.

steady, and on Twitter we now have over 12,000 followers
(by far the largest journal/society account in ornithology). We

When you publish your research, you look for impact. Impact

tweet around 20 times a day, mostly about new avian research

comes in different forms, but most publishing academics strive

articles. Many other ornithology journals and societies are now

for their work to be cited, providing them with some level of

on Twitter, but the BOU is the only account that genuinely

merit from their peers within their research community.

promotes all ornithology, tweeting and posting on any article,

Since 2014, a new measure of impact has been

from any journal (even our fiercest rivals), for as a community

around—altmetrics—which measures not the scientific

society we see way beyond our own society’s needs and are

quality of the research article, but an article’s online attention

there to serve our community as broadly as we can.

by way of tracking mentions in news media, on blogs, and
across (some) social media platforms.

Twitter has fast become the platform of choice for ornithologists. Most of the content remains science focused, with

In some sectors, scientists have been very slow adopters of

relatively little chat. Twitter also uses a hashtag system:

social media. That isn’t true for ecology, and in particular,

Hashtags collate all mentions of a particular tag which can be

ornithology (avian science), and, rather appropriately, orni-

saved by the user for quick access to all tweets on that tagged

thologists have taken to Twitter (tweet-tweet) like ducks to

topic. These tags have also led to the establishment of com-

water to promote their research. So it isn’t particularly sur-

munity tags providing groups with distinctive identities. In

prising that some of the more meaningful early studies

2012, the BOU established the #ornithology hashtag to pro-

connecting the online attention of research articles to cita-

mote all aspects of ornithological research on Twitter. This

tions have come from these areas.

soon took off and the tag is well established and a key driver for

Peoples et al found that Twitter can predict the citation

our community. From tracking the use and reach of the tag, we

rate of ecology articles,1 and our own recent study used

know it has grown from around 150,000 impressions a day in

Altmetric data to show that not only did online mentions

2014 to circa 1.5 million impressions a day at the end of 2017.

predict future citations in ornithology, but that Twitter

The third factor contributing to ornithology’s perfect

contributed 75% of all the altmetrics of ornithology articles.2

Twitter storm is education. From the onset, the BOU adopted
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the role of community educator on all things social media,

mentions because of their higher quality/relevance. However,

and latterly altmetrics. We have a masterclass blog series

either way, it appears that AAS can provide a more immediate

which informs about Twitter best practices, the benefits of

measure of articles’ future scholarly impact in ornithology.

promoting your own research, which platforms to use, and

Given the academic, community, and wider societal ben-

the role of altmetrics and how researchers can track the

efits of promoting your research, there are several ways in

attention of their own research articles.

which an individual can publicise their work online. Twitter is

As a result, ornithology researchers taking up social media

the most important, being the largest contributor to orni-

in recent years have found a ready-made community to hook

thology altmetrics, and arguably being the easiest way to

up with, and audience to tap into.

share links to published articles online.
Things you can do to promote your own research:

Online Mentions and Citations

• Tweet—the single biggest impact you can make on the
online attention of your research

Understanding that in ornithology we have a well-established
and mature community on Twitter, we wanted to explore

•

Post on Facebook

whether Twitter activity around published ornithological re-

•

Blog about your research

search was measurable, and whether or not online activity

•

Add references to your published research on Wikipedia

translated into citations of the research articles being promoted.
We looked at the Altmetric Attention Score (AAS) of over

All of these easy-to-do activities are covered in more detail in
our article.2

6,000 research articles published in 10 ornithology journals

With all the energy and time that you put into your re-

between 2012 and 2016. Even over this relatively short period

search, publicising and promoting your published article

the AAS of articles have increased, which might be expected

should be viewed as equally important, with benefits to the

given the increased use of social media during the same five-

individual, science community, and wider society through

year period. An important finding was that Twitter was by far

outreach, education, and conservation.

the most important contributor (75%) to the overall AAS of
ornithology articles, followed by news media (13%), blogging
(8%), and Facebook (2%) (Fig. 1).
We then looked at a subset of these ornithology articles,

The BOU—160 Years Old and Digital, Dynamic,
and Social

plus articles published in broader ecology journals, published

This year the BOU celebrates its 160th anniversary. Like

in 2014 and cited in 2015 and 2016. Here we found a positive

many, particularly older, societies have found, adapting to

correlation between online mentions (measured by AAS) and

the fast-changing worlds of science, journal publishing, and

the number of future citations. This relationship was strongest

society as a whole is both daunting and difficult.

for articles published in journals with a lower Impact Factor

The BOU is a small learned society with around 1,250

(Fig. 2). Articles published in higher Impact Factor journals

members globally publishing a single journal, IBIS, with an

appeared to be higher cited regardless of online activity.

impact factor of 2.279 (2016) and ranked second of 24

We can’t establish whether articles which received more

journals in ornithology. Our actual society size belies the size

online mentions were cited more due to this increased at-

of our global ornithology community as seen by our social

tention, or whether more ‘citable’ articles get more online

media presence (Fig. 3).

Figure 1. Twitter is by far the largest contributor to ornithology articles’ altmetrics. Reproduced from Finch et al.2
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Figure 2. The association between AAS, journal Impact Factor, and the probability of being cited. Articles promoted on social media from
lower Impact Factor journals show the greatest increase in the probability of being cited. Reproduced from Finch et al.2

Like many small societies, our resources are very limited

communication to members to digital delivery. Social media

and come largely from our small membership and income

however enables us to widen communication at the society

from our journal. We are therefore very careful about where

level as well as broaden the promotion of ornithology as a

and on what we spend our finite resources.

whole to a larger audience than we were previously able.

The digital age has allowed societies to reduce some costs

The BOU has continued to grow its online presence, in-

with better use of online communication. Even so, for small

cluding across social media (Fig. 3). We use social media and

societies this has not been as marked as people think, with the

other tools to not only promote ornithology to the widest

main saving being the switch from costly printed postal

possible audience, but to promote ourselves as an active and
dynamic society and to drive people to our website. Social
media is key to this and accounts for 20% of our overall
society website traffic (it was ,5% in 2013). We’ve similarly
grown traffic to our journal website, and at the end of 2016
social media accounted for 7.5% of traffic (1.5% in 2013).
More recently, we combined our social media skills and
our experience of running conferences to run our first Twitter
conference. Our largest two-day face-to-face event had
around 60 presenters and 200 delegates. Our recent two-day
Twitter conference had 67 presenters and an audience of over
3,000 people with a potential reach of 4.5 million! Twitter
conferences deliver other benefits too—they are more inclusive and diverse, allowing people from all around the world
to take part, people who would otherwise not be able to
attend a face-to-face event. And with all the presenters and
audience taking part from wherever they were at the time,
Twitter conferences are also very environmentally friendly!
I think there are few more important roles a society can
have than to educate its research community about changes
in their field, including areas such as communicating their

Figure 3. The BOU’s social media use—year joined and number of
followers. Twitter is the largest contributor to ornithology articles’
altmetrics, Facebook a minor contributor; Instagram and Weibo do
not count towards altmetrics.

www.ISMTE.org

own science for themselves. Most scientists who have not yet
taken to social media are either sceptical or ask why have
they not joined in the conversation earlier. One test I use is to
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ask someone how many profile views they get per month on

many things either, and I leave them to others (like the

sites like ResearchGate or their online department profile. It’s

analysis for our paper!). But that should only serve to en-

usually in the tens at best. My Twitter profile views average

courage researchers to broaden their search for collabo-

around 2,500 a month!

rators that can bring in different skills to their research or

Over the last five years, the BOU has managed to combine

paper, including individuals in their field who are good at

new technologies and media with traditional society activities

communication and in particular, know how to get the best

and should act as an example of how a small society can adapt

out of social media to promote their research.

and prosper in the new digital and social age. Don’t be afraid!

Communicating Science

For Further Reading: The BOU’s Online
Resources

Studies such as our own2 are contributing to a growing body

We educate our ornithology research community using our

of evidence in a language that scientists themselves can

blog (#theBOUblog). I have penned a series of articles

understand. The benefits of communicating science on so-

highlighting the benefits of using social media to promote

cial media are becoming increasingly clear at the individual

research and how best to do it (e.g., which platform to

researcher, community society, journal publisher, and wider

use, a Twitter masterclass series). All our social media online

societal levels.

resources can be accessed via the BOU website ‘Social

Funding bodies are also paying increased attention to

media—bringing it all together’ page.

science communication, in particular altmetrics, as this
provides them with a ready-made indicator of the attention a
piece of published research has attained. As this new metric
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Energize your editorial office operations, and check out this month’s featured resource, Editorial Office Workflows, from
the ISMTE Professional Development Education Committee. Whether you’re looking for direction on a process or
browsing for an idea to improve your workflow, click on the link and see if you can learn something new today.
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It’s Time to Change the Future of
Peer Review
By Jo Wilkinson

lack of funding, jobs, publication space, and credits for all the

Head of Communications

players in the game. Getting ahead of the competition has

Publons

and continues to turn the publication of research into an
endless pursuit. Researchers who publish in the best journals
get the biggest rewards, and as a result we now have well
over two million papers published annually.
Our “publish or perish” world makes it unsustainable for
editors to continually ask time-pressured researchers to put
aside their own work in favour of peer review—a job that gets

Peer review is a process of critique, so it’s only right that the
system itself be called into check.

little recognition and no reward. Incentives matter and yet
few are handed out in the world of review. It’s often carried

From inside research, the usual complaints are about the

out anonymously; it’s aImost always unpaid; and it’s rarely

time and effort it takes, the lack of incentives, and the fact

considered in job and funding applications. Some reviewers

there are too many manuscripts and too few reviewers to

don’t even bother to include it on their resume for fear of it

evaluate them. From outside, it’s that an increasing number

looking trivial.

of fake, careless, and unethical manuscripts are slipping

This leaves editors—who are usually researchers them-

through the gaps, wasting experts’ time and taxpayer money.

selves and typically handling many manuscripts at once—

Whichever way you look at it, the future of peer review

forced to contact 15 or more qualified experts just to secure

looks grim. This is especially because, as American micro-

two to three peer reviews. It’s not hard to imagine why.

biologist and Editor-in-Chief of Infection and Immunity,

Researchers have a say in whether the study is relevant,

Ferric Fang, put it: “Science has the potential to address

important, and, ultimately, worth their time. If they refuse, or

some of the most important problems in society and for that

worse still never reply, this stage can take upwards of one

to happen, scientists have to be trusted by society and they

month.

have to be able to trust each other’s work.”1

Such a lack of focus and commitment towards review has

Peer review is one of the oldest and best systems we have

left editors frustrated. In a recent survey we conducted with

to evaluate research. But as the world around it evolves, the

400 editors across a number of journals, 52.9% of them told

incentives and tools that drive it are lagging behind. Peer

us finding qualified, motivated reviewers was the hardest

review needs to be brought in line with the highly competitive

part of their job.3

world we live in and paired with new models and technology

The burden of peer review for both researchers and edi-

designed to support its efficiency. It also requires greater

tors has put the integrity of science and research into a vi-

transparency because that is the cornerstone of trust, and

cious spin. Researchers who are struggling to put aside time

trust, as Fang put it, is critical to breakthrough research.

for review may either reject the practice altogether or make
hasty assumptions about the quality of the manuscript. And

Old System, New Rules
Peer review has maintained the integrity of published re-

editors who are struggling to find reviewers may either make
poor decisions about what they reject without evaluation—or
about the reviewers they do reach out to.

search for hundreds of years. But one only needs to look back
over the past 15 to 20 years to see it’s not scalable to match
today’s highly competitive environment.

Peer Review Fraud Back in the Spotlight

In the years between 1998 and 2008, the number of sci-

Author-suggested reviewers was initially introduced by

ence doctorates earned each year grew by 40%.2 This new

journals to help editors. It’s a practice whereby the author/s

wave of researchers joined the more experienced in facing a

submitting a manuscript could recommend experts in their

www.ISMTE.org
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field for peer review. Researchers with far-reaching networks

Transparency in review also helps feed into what’s

were generally considered best-placed to recommend experts,

equally important to the future of the system: more rec-

especially when the editors are under pressure, inexperienced,

ognition. Peer reviewers are the experts vetting the world’s

or the topic is niche. Unfortunately, it doesn’t always go to plan

research, and they deserve credit where credit is due.

because the practice is subject to manipulation and misuse.

Giving reviewers a way to showcase their contributions is

Like peer review itself, author-suggested reviewers fail to

the idea behind Publons, a service now being used by more

stand up against today’s publish or perish nature. The

than 270,000 researchers worldwide.7 Reviewers and

skewed incentives towards publication have made some

editors can track their review efforts and demonstrate their

authors so desperate to publish that they impersonate or pay

expertise with verified evidence for job and funding ap-

for favourable feedback.

plications. Our recent case study with the American So-

The latest of such cases was discovered at the end of 2017.

ciety of Microbiology found that researchers are more

On the 21st of December, Retraction Watch reported that

willing to review and provide useful, constructive feed-

Elsevier journals had retracted 13 research papers and had

back if they know their contributions will be formally

another 13 retractions on the way. The papers, most of which

recognised.8

had been published within the last four years and shared one

Funding agencies and institutions need to get on board

corresponding author, were subject to “peer-review ma-

with this too. They need to demand evidence of peer review

nipulation” and “unexplained authorship irregularities.”

as contributing to the growth of a researcher’s profession

A spokesperson at Elsevier told Retraction Watch they

and to the greater good of research. Peer review needs to

were alerted to the issue when at least two editors “could not

count in funding; it needs to count in promotions and tenure;

validate the email addresses of reviewers suggested by the

and it needs to count towards a researcher’s career. Only

4

authors upon submission.”

then would a greater number of researchers be driven to

This is but one case in more than 500 instances of peer-review

write better reviews more often.

fraud that have hit the headlines in the past few years, and news

Journals and publishers also need to take advantage of the

of more problems came on its heels a few days later.5 Also in

people and technology capable of combating reviewer

December, a National Institutes of Health (NIH) review panel had

fraud. This could be in the form of fraud detection tools, data

6

to be cancelled due to review integrity being compromised.

integrity detectives, or new technology including Statcheck

Such fraudulent practices cannot continue. It undermines

and Seek & Blastn, designed to capture irregularities in the

the efforts of genuine reviewers, exploits the time and re-

submitted manuscripts that warrant investigation.7,9 An-

sources of researchers hoping to replicate and build off of

other solution, one that’s pitted to combat peer-review fraud

the results, and is a waste of taxpayers’ money—the very

before it strikes, is the use of a powerful reviewer search and

people who pay for research in the first place. But worse still,

communication tool. Reviewer Connect, which we’re work-

peer-review manipulation slows down science and risks lives.

ing on at Publons, offers editors the ability to find, screen, and

It delays the development of life-saving treatments and can

contact genuine and available reviewers using their verified

result in ineffective or dangerous therapies becoming avail-

email address. It’s tools such as this that can relieve the

able to the public.

editorial burden and put an end to the unscrupulous and
unethical practices slowing down science and fracturing the

How Can We ‘Fix’ Peer Review?

public’s trust in research.

The changes we need to make to peer review will permeate

and motivated researchers. This involves training new ac-

across the entire research ecosystem and ultimately speed

ademics on the core competencies of review, and teaching

up the dissemination of quality research.

them the real benefits of review that feed straight back

We also need to expand the pool of reviewers with skilled

The future of peer review demands greater transparency,

into their own research and writing skills. This does not

for starters. Without greater insight into the process and those

need to be a long-term approach: There are a number of

operating within it, options for improvement are limited. This

online courses available today that were created by experts

includes knowing who is shouldering the workload, what else

and help close the loop between new reviewers and

they are working on, the level of their expertise, and the quality

struggling editors. These include Nature’s Masterclass,

of their work. Revealing this information—as well as exper-

Springer’s Author Academy, and our own practical Publons

imenting with new models of review—is the only way to bring

Academy, used by thousands of early-career researchers

greater trust and efficiency to the peer-review process.

worldwide.10,11,12
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Time to Make a Difference
As Ferric Fang said, breakthrough research is only possible if
scientists are trusted and can trust one another. The same
applies for peer review. If we lose trust in the system that
protects the integrity of published research, we lose trust in
science itself.
We can stop that from happening if we change the future
of peer review. More transparency and greater recognition,
training, and communication tools will help scale peer review
to cope with the highly competitive world we live in, as well
as improve the research ecosystem as a whole. Let’s not wait
another 287 years to do it.

IT’S TIME TO CHANGE THE FUTURE OF PEER REVIEW

4. Retraction Watch. Elsevier retracting 26 papers accepted fake reviews. http://retractionwatch.com/2017/
12/21/elsevier-retracting-26-papers-accepted-fake-reviews/.
Accessed January 26, 2018.
5. Retraction Watch. Fake peer review, forged authors, fake
funding: everything’s wrong with brain cancer paper.
http://retractionwatch.com/2017/07/06/fake-peer-reviewforged-authors-fake-funding-everythings-wrong-braincancer-paper/. Accessed January 26, 2018.
6. Lauer M. Assuring the integrity of peer review. https://
nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2017/12/22/assuring-the-integrityof-peer-review/. Accessed January 26, 2018.
7. statcheck. statcheck on the web. http://statcheck.io/.
8. Publons. The American Society for Microbiology and
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The Managing Educators:
Universal Design for Learning as a
Guide for Managing Editors
By Shaun M. Smith, MA

residential and online learning environments. I argue that the

Managing Editor

three principles highlighted in UDL are also the pivotal

J&J Editorial

principles that shape the way in which we present new

Instructor of Philosophy

material as managing editors.

Wake Technical Community
College, Durham Technical
Community College, and Liberty
University Online

In What Way Are We Analogous to Educators?
The analogy is best explained in terms of speech acts. 2,3
Communication is instructive as an illocutionary act
(intended meaning), leading an end user towards understanding as a perlocutionary act (aim of the meaning).
In one sense, we use communication to be instructive;
yet, in the other sense, we may only hope that the end

“Why won’t the Editor-in-Chief understand?”

user gains understanding. Communication in the work-

–Disgruntled Managing Editor

place as an illocutionary act differs from just everyday

“Without anyone having taught him, and only through
questions put to him, he will understand, recovering the
knowledge out of himself?”
–Socrates1

chitchat. Relevant to our field of work, managing editors
must manage journal priorities and expectations, while
ensuring quality author-centric approaches to every task
that shapes the workflow of an academic journal. This
entails to a large extent, the act of instructing your editors and developing a curriculum filled with instructions,

Introduction
Working in both the industry of education and scholarly

questions, concepts, and content that is analogous to the
way an instructor leads a classroom towards their end
goal.

publishing, I have recognized that there is one skill that must

A frequent complaint we may hear from our colleagues is

be executed effectively: communication. Communication to

exemplified by the disgruntled managing editor quoted

students, communication to editors: Honestly, what could

above (merely fictional, of course)—someone just does not

possibly be the difference? Keep in mind that editors, au-

understand. This is where we can see the analogy come to

thors, and the whole publishing team were once students.

fruition. Like an educator, a managing editor aims to guide

They too learn in a variety of different ways. How do we meet

their audience to understanding. Managing editors ought to

the educational needs of those we try to manage?

develop tutorials, presentations, or other materials to assist

The role of a managing editor is analogous to an educator.

their team in understanding one or many nuances in schol-

You may be building a new editorial office from scratch. With

arly publishing. Naturally, we ought to look to educators for

that includes developing a curriculum for your Editor-in-

guidance on how to best communicate. What tools do ed-

Chief (EIC), Publishing Director, and/or Editorial Board. To

ucators use to successfully educate?

effectively communicate best practices, journal guidelines,

One answer is the UDL. The UDL is a byproduct from the

and other new material, managing editors ought to explore

fields of architecture and neuroscience—structure and

practices that are implemented by educators. To develop a

function as exemplary keywords. UDL consists of three

strong curriculum and learning environment in education, a

principles (along with nuanced checkpoints) that were de-

primary set of principles known as the universal design for

veloped to engage various networks and regions of the brain.

learning (UDL) have been demonstrated to be effective in

With these principles, educators are given the keys to reach a

www.ISMTE.org
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variety of learners. We too may use these principles to

applied relative to the curriculum an instructor is attempting

reach a variety of learners.

to deploy.4,7,8

The Principles of UDL
Developed in the 1980s, UDL builds itself out of neurosci-

What Does This Mean for You, the Managing
Editor?

entific discoveries. Three specific neural networks pinpoint

The people you work with represent a wide variety of

the way in which our brains are programmed to receive in-

learners. The opening quote from Socrates reflects the way in

formation: recognition, strategic, and affective networks.

which one internally “recollects” information. Although

Each express a different function in learning. Recognition

Plato’s theory of recollection may seem at odds with fun-

networks control how we learn and grasp new information.

damental concepts in cognitive science, he highlights an

Strategic networks control simple movements such as goal

important aspect in the way we learn. Broadly speaking, the

setting and organization. Affective networks provide a

external communication ignites various internal processes

means to set goals, priorities, motivation, and engagement in

that lead one to understand the concept being discussed

learning.4 Each network expresses a key function that plays a

(using the “Socratic Method”). In many ways, we must assist

pivotal role in the way we learn, prioritize, and engage with

editors, authors, etc., to access what they already have the

new information.

ability to know—we just need to utilize the correct principle

Learning is a dynamic not a static process.5 From each

in our communication and instruction. Let us examine how

neural network, a corresponding principle is developed to

to apply at least one of these principles to the following

assist educators in developing curriculum to meet the variety

cases.

of ways in which we learn. Below are the guiding principles
along with their token neural network, and then the type of
learner the principle is aimed towards:
(1) Provide multiple means of representation: recognition network for knowledgeable learners.
(2) Provide multiple means of action and expression: affective network for strategic/goal-directed learners.
(3) Provide multiple means of engagement: strategic

Case 1: You have just launched Journal X. The EIC is
pleased to see original research submitted to the
journal. However, authors are constantly having to
make corrections to meet the formatting requirements
of the journal. You are flustered, sending submissions
back three to four times. Authors email and call demanding explanation, perplexed by the need for such
intricate formatting requirements.

network for purposeful learners.
Each principle serves as a guide for educators in course
design and content development. The first principle supports the way in which material is presented—whether we
need to clarify the syntax, offer the alternative of visual/
auditory presentation, or simply highlight the big picture.
The second principle is aimed towards managing different
resources and tools for your audience, using multiple media
or forms of composition to express information. Also, this
principle guides educators in setting attainable goals and
managing information to help their audience reach their
“executive functions,” our highest ability to act skillfully.
Lastly, the third principle allows your audience to provide
feedback and express their knowledge over the content,
minimizing distractions, and restating goals and objectives in
multiple ways.

Assuming the formatting changes are of necessity, it should
be evident then that the explanation provided to the authors is not resonating. Applying the first principle of UDL,
you take the initiative to provide other forms of representation. An email just may not suffice, offer to call and discuss
the issue verbally. Prepare an instructional tutorial with
screenshots to demonstrate how to make various format
changes. Also consider using tracked changes in the Word
file to highlight the changes. Lastly, offer an explanation
as to why the journal adapts these formatting requirements, clarifying any vocabulary or syntax—justify your
author guidelines! Keep in mind that researchers have their
craft, and you have your craft. You know best why something is needed, so present it in a way that will allow the
author to understand.

Each of the three principles represent the way in which

Case 2: The Publishing Director is transitioning the

your audience learns. The principles themselves are broken

journal to a new submission site. The tutorials provided

down into checkpoints to further explain their overall pur-

are difficult to understand. As a result, the Publishing

pose in instructional design (see chart).6 The principles

Director cannot provide clear, directional goals. The

are not prescriptive, as each needs to be selected and

Publishing Director sees the goal they wish to meet, yet
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is unable to piece together the nuances of the new

knowledge aligns with what you have discussed. Lastly, ask

submission site.

your EIC what their goal is for the journal in consideration of
open access publishing. Allow the EIC autonomy and

The keyword in the hypothetical is “goal.” The Publishing

provide a collaborative spirit to this discussion. This is but

Director sees the goal they wish to achieve; however, they are

one hypothetical scenario, but consider other scenarios

unable to make sense of the vast number of intricacies in-

where you could have given the EIC a voice to express what

volved with the new submissions site. Surely, we may recall a

they currently know about the topic you are expressing.

similar incident. Maybe you have found yourself staring at the
manual of your newest smartphone. Usually, you are not

Go Now, and Educate!

absorbing much information. You decide to turn on the new
smartphone and start navigating. Likewise, your Publishing

Instructing is a skill that requires effective communication.

Director is staring at the manual then decides to open their

If we are called to instruct, we should gain valuable insights

web browser and begin working. The pitfall is that the

from those who vocationally instruct. Educators have

submission site is not as user-friendly as the smartphone.

implemented the use of UDL to reach a variety of learners.

How can we apply the second principle to this scenario?

If you are struggling to get the point across, consider

Assist your Publishing Director with multiple means of action

these principles when you find yourself at the instructor’s

and expression. Take the time to set up a screen share so that

lectern.

you can assist in navigating them through the different
specifications of the submission site. Act (the “action”) more
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Call for Submissions
Are you a fan of EON? Do you have an idea for an article, column, or special section? EON is currently accepting
submissions for our 2018 issues. Contact our editorial office today for more information.
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Author Management: Where and
Why It Matters for Your Journal
By Danielle Padula

•

Manuscript layout

Community Development Manager

•

Permissions requirements

Scholastica

How you present author information on your website is just
as important as what you include. Journals can experience
higher rates of author confusion if answers to common
questions are difficult to find, either because they are not in an
intuitive location on the website or because they are buried in
large blocks of text. Among steps that Spurlock and Kessler

Have you considered the impact that authors’ first impres-

recommend journals take to organize information more

sions of your journal can have on the submissions it receives

clearly are using tables and bullets instead of paragraphs of

over time?

text where possible, keeping directions concise, and avoiding

By turning off just one author due to a poor submission

presenting the same information in more than one place (e.g.,

experience, your journal could potentially miss out on

stating the word count twice in two different sections of the

dozens of manuscripts from that author over the course of

guidelines). Restating the same information makes guidelines

his or her career, as well as submissions from colleagues to

unnecessarily long and increases the chances of contradic-

whom he or she may have recommended your publication.

tory information when updates are made.

The difference between a poor submission experience and a
positive one often comes down to how well your editorial team
manages authors throughout the submission and peer-review
processes. From optimizing your journal’s submissions

Support Authors at Every Stage
Author management extends beyond when an author first

guidelines to providing an overview of your copyright policy

comes to your website to submit his or her paper. It’s

upfront, there are many steps your journal can take to better

imperative for journals to provide authors with the in-

support authors. The Guide to Managing Authors, a new free

formation they need to not only send a proper submission,

training course from Scholastica, American Journal Experts

but also understand the peer-review and revisions process

(AJE), and Research Square covers the key areas of author

as well as the production process, should their paper be

management that all journals should prioritize.

accepted.

Start with Clear Author Guidelines and Work
Your Way Out

author guidelines and expectations throughout the sub-

While there are many opportunities to communicate
mission process, perhaps the most efficient way is to ensure
that you have explicit information on your journal website.
Your journal’s author guidelines will serve as the map authors
follow to prepare their submission and understand their role
in the peer-review and publishing process. In the Guide to

Your journal should aim to go beyond simply providing your
aims, scope, and editorial list. Your website should also
include:

Managing Authors, Kurt Spurlock, quality manager at Research Square, and Erika Kessler, academic formatting

• Journal copyright policy overview

specialist at AJE, discuss author guidelines dos and don’ts.

• Authorship policies overview

Among the primary areas that they recommend journals

• Link to your ethical guidelines

should provide authors directions in are:
•

You can ensure that authors will be able to easily find the

What, if any, blinding of the manuscript the author

information that they need by using your author guidelines

must complete

as a base for submission information that links out to aux-

•

Citation style, with examples

iliary documents addressing specific areas like copyright in

•

The nature and placement of declarations

more detail.
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The Impact of Author Management on Your
Journal

•

resubmit process can be one of the most stressful
times for authors. You can alleviate much of authors’

By providing submitting authors with clear information

anxiety and avoid confusion during the revision pro-

upfront, you’ll give them the best submission experience

cess by giving them clear guidelines and next steps.

possible and increase the likelihood of those authors sending
future manuscripts to your journal and recommending it to
colleagues.
Among the benefits of establishing author management
policies are:
•

•

Better revision experience for authors: The revise and

While it takes time to create and revise author management processes and documentation, it’s definitely worth it.
By fixing just a few simple author management mistakes you
can drastically improve peer review at your journal and

Higher quality manuscripts: By clearly communicating

consequently attract more quality submissions. The Guide to

your journal submission guidelines, you’ll set yourself

Managing Authors course will walk you through the main

up to receive manuscripts that are higher in quality.

areas of author management that your journal should be

Faster peer review: By proactively guiding authors,

focused on and help you iterate on your editorial processes

you can answer common questions up front and cut

to improve the experience of authors and editors at the same

down on back-and-forth emails for faster peer review.

time.

Start 2018 off on the right foot by renewing your ISMTE membership today!
ISMTE Members Are:
•

connected to a network of peers, publishers, vendors, potential clients, and employers

•

learning from the experience of other members

•

training and mentoring others

•

involved at the ground level of a growing organization

Click here to renew your membership, and don’t forget to tell your colleagues and friends about the benefits of joining
the ISMTE!
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What It’s Like to Work in a Lab
By Jodi Harrell
Editorial Services
Research Square

Who Works in a Lab?
As previously mentioned, labs are staffed by a mix of
students, both undergraduate and graduate, as well as
postdocs and a primary PI. Some labs may also host lab
technicians or faculty members who are pursuing independent or similar lines of research. The hierarchical
nature depends on the individual lab. Some labs observe a
strict chain of command, while others are more collegial,
especially if everyone is at a similar career stage. Industry

The North Carolina - Research Triangle Park (RTP) Area Local

labs tend to observe a more formal structure, often with a

Group of ISMTE met in October for a panel discussion with

lab manager as well as a lab director overseeing the work.

three former lab employees on what it’s like to work in a lab.

Just like all companies, each lab has its own culture.

Currently employed at Research Square, Anthony DiLauro, Ben
Mudrak, and Jenn Mietla spoke about their previous experiences working in lab environments. Given that many ISMTE

Next, the discussion transitioned to the ins and outs of lab
employment.

members have non-scientific backgrounds, this panel was
designed to inform those unfamiliar with this critical aspect
of what it’s like to work as a researcher. The panelists also

What’s a Typical Day in a Lab Like?

discussed their experiences publishing scientific journal

One panelist commented that there is no “typical lab day.”

articles.

The largest part of a scientist’s time is spent running and

After brief introductions, each panelist described their

planning experiments. Learning how to maximize your time,

former research and lab experience. To start, a basic over-

so you can fit all your experiments between 8 am to 5 pm,

view of key concepts was discussed.

is a skill learned over time. Outside of research, the most
common activities include lab meetings, meetings with the
lab head or PI, reading journal articles, and attending weekly

What Is a Postdoc?
A postdoc is a position young scientists take after finishing
their doctorate and is primarily designed for those looking to
enter academia. The postdoc position serves as a training
ground, providing junior scientists the opportunity to apply
what they learned in graduate school while still working for
someone else—a Principal Investigator (PI). Postdocs are ex-

seminars. Meetings, especially impromptu ones, are where
mentorship and learning take place. After a failed experiment or unexplained findings, a young scientist might sit
down with their PI to discuss the procedure and what to do
next. Teaching and grading is also a regular activity for
Teaching Assistants (aka TAs) and coursework for those
still taking classes.

pected to take on a leadership role in their labs, which are often
staffed by undergraduate and graduate students learning how
research works. The length of a postdoc can vary and depends

What Do You Do with Negative Findings?

on field of study. A five-year postdoc term is not uncommon in

Negative findings can be disappointing in the least and

biolabs; however, it’s typically much shorter—at around two

can derail an entire research project in the most extreme

years—for chemists. During the course of a postdoc, young

cases. The good news is that, as scientists, there is always

scientists establish their own line of research that they can take

something new to try or changes that can be made to your

with them to a faculty position.

protocol. Journals are less interested in negative findings;

While it’s possible to stay in the same lab after graduate

therefore, scientists are hesitant to spend a lot of time

school as a postdoc, most choose to work somewhere else.

verifying a negative finding. It’s simply a matter of limited

Postdoc positions are becoming more widespread outside of

resources. However, there are exceptions in the publishing

universities and can also be found at governmental research

world as some journals are interested in publishing neg-

institutes and corporations.

ative findings. More often than not, negative findings
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become part of a presentation or seminar rather than a

Q&A

peer-reviewed publication.

1) How do you decide what to research?

And finally, let’s talk publishing.

How Long Does It Take to Publish?

There are several factors that can impact what scientists end up
working on. Funding is important. Certain areas of research
have greater funding, so many have to balance what they’re

Publication times vary. Although uncommon, one panelist

interested in and what they can get funding for. New PIs tend to

commented that he was able to publish findings from a

have start-up money so there may be more flexibility in what

study within six months. Another mentioned that he

to research in newer labs. However, researchers still have

worked on a research project for four years before it

to consider the long-term viability of their research to ensure

ended, never resulting in a publication. However, not all is

funding in future years. Other considerations include having

lost as it’s common to be working on multiple projects

sufficient findings for one’s dissertation, career advancement,

aside from your primary research, such as collaborative

and the prospect of tenure at a university.

efforts with other colleagues.

2) What criteria do you look for when deciding
what journal to publish in?

The research itself can span several years. After that,
time is spent weaving a story together from your findings.
This becomes the actual writing of the manuscript. Once a
paper is finished, it can take an additional six months to a
year before it’s published.

While we typically think of Impact Factor exclusively, there are
several criteria researchers consider when deciding which
journal(s) to publish in. These include where other people in the
scientist’s field are publishing, publication fees, journal fit/
scope, as well as journals where a prospective author knows

How Do You Become a Co-author?

an editor or has served as a reviewer. In the latter instance,

We are all familiar with the ethics around co-authorship

familiarity with journal processes and review times factor into

as publication impacts career advancement. Unfortunately,

the decision. And, yes, Impact Factor is also a consideration.

formalized training about authorship criteria is sparse. Training

3) Would you rather publish in a journal with a
quick review time, but is slow to publish, or the
opposite?

often takes place over time and as researchers publish more.
Discussion of authorship can take place in the early stages
of a project; however, some labs are better than others
about planning the author list in advance. As a general rule,
whoever does the most work on a paper is listed first with
the PI listed last. Those that are involved in experimentation
or interpreting results are also included in the author list. A
scientist who worked minimally on a project, but helped with
instrumentation, may be listed as a co-author.

All panelists agreed that they would rather publish in a journal
with a quicker review time than one that is slow to review, but
quick to publish. Scientists don’t seem to be as concerned with
the publication date. Once accepted, the real celebration begins!
Stay tuned for more on this topic through the RTP Local
Group of ISMTE.

Ira Salkin Scholarship
The application process is open for the 2018 International Society of Managing and Technical Editors Ira Salkin
Scholarship.
Ira was one of the founding fathers of ISMTE and sadly passed away in 2016. His goal was to ensure editorial office
professionals are educated and vigilant in matters of publishing ethics.
The essay topic for 2018 is “The ethical way forward of dealing with predatory journals.”
The submission deadline for entries is 31 May, 2018.
Eligible applicants must be members of ISMTE.
Applicants must include a short cover letter stating their position and some background.
Read the official Rules and Regulations here.
We are looking forward to receiving your entries for the 2018 Ira Salkin Scholarship.
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Nothing Is Entirely Useless
By Nick Rushby
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Education & Self Development

unsuspecting delegates. A counter-argument is that if the
guest speakers take their participation seriously they are at
least adding some authentic value to the event. Like
predatory journals, predatory conferences can provide a
fertile arena for editors seeking potential authors.
Let me tell you a story. Some years ago, I accepted an
invitation to speak at a predatory conference held in a
resort hotel. To call it ‘shambolic’ would be a gravely
misleading understatement. The opening keynote presentations were attended by around 20 of the estimated
350 delegates, while few of the normal sessions ran at all.

Despite our best efforts to educate our fellow researchers,

Lecture rooms were locked, those that were open lacked

to help them identify and to avoid predatory journals, these

projectors and/or screens—and often lacked any audience.

publications continue to exist, as do the organisations that

Most of the delegates clearly knew what to expect: They had

arrange predatory conferences. They continue to dupe

come on holiday with their partners and families at their

authors into submitting their work to publications that fail

institutions’ expense. Notable by their absence throughout

to apply a sensible process of peer review and take their

the event, we met them on the last morning, queuing to get

money for work that will not give the authors academic

their certificates of attendance.

credibility—and in some cases may not even be published at
all.

However, a hard core of about 20 delegates, disappointed by the lack of a proper conference, decided to

And yet…Nothing is entirely useless. In this short piece, I

organise their own, informal symposium in the bar areas of

want to discuss the opportunities that predatory journals

the hotel. You may recall that the word ‘symposium’ has its

and conference organisers offer the proactive editor.

origins in the Ancient Greek word sympόsion describing the

Not all articles published in predatory journals are

part of a banquet that took place after the meal, when

rubbish. It sometimes happens that a researcher who has

drinking for pleasure was accompanied by music, dancing,

carried out some good work and has written a good and

recitals, or conversation. In this case, it was scholarly

interesting article has made an ill-informed choice about

conversation sustained by the unlimited free refreshments

where to submit the work. Such instances provide op-

provided by the resort hotel. Delegates often comment in

portunities for proactive editors to contact the authors

their post-conference appraisal survey that the best thing

and encourage them to consider their journal for their next

about the conference was the networking opportunities. In

submission. Disappointed by the lack of interest in the

this case, the networking was the only benefit of the

earlier article and offered a more reputable route for fu-

conference made possible by the committed core of

ture work, the author is likely to be receptive to such an

delegates who were not prepared to let the opportunity

approach. It may be a useful investment of time for an

pass.

editor to scan the contents lists of predatory journals in

That predatory conference generated a number of ex-

their field to see whether they can tempt promising au-

cellent papers for the journal I was editing at the time,

thors away from the dark side.

together with international academic contacts that have

Predatory conference organisers like to attract wellknown speakers to their gatherings, offering free registra-

flourished over the years. I must thank the organisers for
inadvertently creating a great event!

tion and travel. In the words of W.S. Gilbert, in the comic

So, while we castigate predatory journals and predatory

opera The Mikado, it adds “corroborative detail, intended to

conferences for the damage that they inflict on scholarship

give artistic verisimilitude to an otherwise bald and un-

and the academic record, let us not forget that there are also

convincing narrative.” It could be argued that accepting

ways in which the rest of us can exploit their failings and

those invitations plays into the hands of the organisers and

benefit from the opportunities that they can provide.

helps them to make money while offering little to their

Nothing is entirely useless.
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COPE FLOWCHART

Permission to publish this flowchart was granted by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). Please visit http://
publicationethics.org/ for additional flowcharts and information.
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Calendar of Events
ACSE Annual Conference 2018
March 21-22, 2018
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
http://acseconference.com/
ISMTE Asian-Pacific Conference
March 27-28, 2018
Singapore
www.ismte.org
EASE members receive ISMTE member registration rate
14th Annual Meeting of ISMPP
April 30-May 2, 2018
National Harbor, Maryland, USA
http://www.ismpp.org/
2018 CSE Annual Meeting
May 5-8, 2018
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
https://www.councilscienceeditors.org/
The 4th Asian Science Editors’ Conference and Workshop 2017
July 18-19, 2018
Bogor Agricultural University, Indonesia
http://asianeditor.org/

American Chemical Society Publications
American Institue of Physics
J & J Editorial, LLC
Origin Editorial, LLC
Wolters Kluwer Health Medical Research

ISMTE North American Conference
August 2-3, 2018
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
www.ismte.org
EASE members receive ISMTE member registration rate
ISMTE European Conference
November 8, 2018
London, UK
www.ismte.org
EASE members receive ISMTE member registration rate

Aries Systems Corp.
Clarivate Analytics
Compuscript
Elsevier
Enago
Oxford University Press
SalientContent, LLC
Taylor & Francis
Technica Editorial Services
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Editorial Office News (EON) is the official newsletter of the
International Society of Managing and Technical Editors
(ISMTE) and is published monthly. The contents and opinions
expressed by the authors do not necessarily represent those
of the Society, the Board of Directors, or EON Editors, nor
does the publication of an article constitute an endorsement
on the part of ISMTE of the authors’ organizations or companies. Submissions are welcome and can be sent to the
Editors at the address below. Submissions may be edited for
style and format without the author’s permission. Authors
must seek permission to reprint any copyrighted material
and provide this permission to the Editors.
EON’s content belongs to the members of ISMTE. Users
may view and download EON articles for personal, noncommercial use. Use beyond that allowed by the “Fair Use”
limitations (sections 107 and 108) of the US Copyright law
requires written permission from the EON Editors.

A note on English: ISMTE aims to be a truly international
society. English will represent our lingua franca, but we would
like to stress that, in materials published in EON or online,
variations in idiomatic usage and spelling should reflect the
origins of the author. No one version of English is preferred over
the other.
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